Mixed Cooperation and competition are the actual scenarios of deploying multi-robot systems, such as the multi-UAV/UGV teaming for tracking criminal vehicles and protecting important individuals. Types and the total number of robot are all important factors that influence mixed cooperation quality. In various real-world environments, such as open space, forest, and urban building clusters, robot deployments have been influenced largely, as different robots have different configurations to support different environments. For example, UGVs are good at moving on the urban roads and reach the forest area while UAVs are good at flying in open space and around the high building clusters. However, it is challenging to design the collective behaviors for robot cooperation according to the dynamic changes in robot capabilities, working status, and environmental constraints. To solve this question, we proposed a novel proficiency-aware mixed environment multiagent deep reinforcement learning (Mix-DRL). In Mix-DRL, robot capability and environment factors are formalized into the model to update the policy to model the nonlinear relations between heterogeneous team deployment strategies and the real-world environmental conditions. Mix-DRL can largely exploit robot capability while staying aware of the environment limitations. With the validation of a heterogeneous team with 2 UAVs and 2 UGVs in tasks, such as social security for criminal vehicle tracking, the Mix-DRL's effectiveness has been evaluated with 14.20% of cooperation improvement. Given the general setting of Mix-DRL, it can be used to guide the general cooperation of UAVs and UGVs for multi-target tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperation between robots with different capabilities and proficiency facilitate an energy-efficient and enduring robot teaming pattern. We can use mixed cooperation team of UGV and UAV as an example. In reality, UGVs provide a more clear observation of covered landscape with a longlasting battery time while they also suffer from a less flexible mobility and a shorter range of the view. In contrary, UAVs are generally faster yet less enduring [19] . Surveillance of public occasions such as university commencement day can usually be of highly complexity and dynamic, with some focuses are degraded and unobservable merely from one perspective. Therefore, heterogeneous robot team is a preferred solution to overcome these problems.
However, real-world applications such as surveillance are often adopted in non-stationary environment and heterogeneous multi-robot teaming often requires productive communication and interactive task assignment. For example, when a target reaches areas where certain robots cannot reach or Authors are with The Cognitive Robotics and AI Lab (CRAI), College of Aeronautics and Engineering, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44240, USA + denotes that the first two authors have equal contributions to this paper * Dr. Rui Liu is the corresponding author rliu11@kent.edu perceive, the team should know which teammate has the proficiency of updating the teaming and then approaching this area so that the tracking of the target can carry on. In a word, the robot team should be aware of the difference between each teammate and assign tasks interactively to the right teammate, leading to cooperation between each distinct robot otherwise there is no significance in leveraging heterogeneous multi-robot team. There are many reasons why robots' cooperation in a mixed environment is becoming more and more popular. Some tasks are too complex for single robots due to its spatial limitation and one complex robot who can meet the requirements may be far more expensive than multiple simple robots and not execute task as efficient as multiple ones. Therefore, it is vital for us to study mixed cooperation in multi-robot systems which will provide us not only a powerful and affordable alternative but also a more flexible and fault-tolerant way than implementing single robots acting alone [5] .
But in real world, mixed robots cooperation is very complex and challenging. Many of these applications are set in dynamic environment that requires capabilities distributed in functionality, space or time [6] . This lays pressure on multirobots system's communication and connectivity because robot may execute improperly due to delayed information from other teammates. What is even more challenging is that robot has to be aware of the proficiency of its teammates and itself so that it is capable of assigning the tasks to a reliable teammate. Otherwise, the communication is inefficient and the robots teaming becomes very rigid instead of having flexibility as an advantage of mixed cooperation.
In order to rise to the challenge, we proposed a novel method using Mix-DRL, formalizing robots' capabilities, working status and environment constrains into this model. The algorithm we present includes an adaption of actor-critic methods that considers others' proficiency such as long range detection, fewer environmental limitation and so on. Our main contribution are shown as follows: (1) A flexible way of robots teaming to adapt a complex and dynamic environment. (2) A novel Mix-DRL algorithm with actor critics where robot capabilities are largely exploited. (3) A new method of multi-robot systems with proficiency awareness, giving rise to more efficient cooperation knowing each teammate's advantages and flaws.
II. RELATED WORK
Multi-agent modellings have been applied in games [7] to show that agents can achieve human-level performance. But due to complexity and dynamics of the real environment, they are not applied to real-life multi-robot scenarios. Current existing multi-robot applications focus on surveillance and patrolling with recognition and tracking of multiple moving targets in human-hostile or unreachable scenarios. An UAV cluster based on an ad hoc sensor network is used to track both ground and air moving targets based on ML algorithms [11] ; An UAV team is deployed to improve both the connectivity of relay network and the coverage of surveillance area [12] ; Multiple robots are employed to patrol a known place with centralised task assigning approach [13] . Although the applications of multi-robot cooperation in great measure are consistent with each other, the underlying algorithms and controlling methods are far from accordance. For example, in [8] , a mixed team for Wildfire Detection and Fighting is presented using a three-layer vehicle platform in which all interaction and communication occur vertically. All the tasks are generated and allocated by airship, the UAV and UGV only do the trajectory; In [9] , a navigation function is integrated inside the flocking algorithm to achieve absolute shape control. Roles are assigned both at the team and at the group level according to different robots. For the sake of the two teams' synchronization, the aerial group initiates only after the UGVs are in positions; In [10] , a real-time navigation scheme is provided where the UAV flies over the area to assist an UGV in real-time to navigate safely avoiding obstacles with a constant and careful attention of human experts. Even though multi-robot systems are widely applied to different scenarios, the limitations of their methods also limit their applications. In centralized controlling algorithms, the capabilities of robots are not well exploited since they don't have the proficiency awareness of each robot, thus decreasing the efficiency of cooperation. In such circumstances, the control of multi-robot system becomes very rigid. The proficiency-aware mixed cooperative teaming presented in this paper targets at presenting a more efficient and flexible way for multi-robot systems to work in complex and dynamic environment.
What's more, the current task allocation of multi-robot systems is unnatural, requiring a supervising person or system to assign the tasks and correct each robot's action. But in nature there is not an overlord who can know each executor's ability, location and detection in the team. A more natural way is to allow each robot to have the ability to acquire teammates' ability, location and detection so as to learn how to assign tasks to other teammates and take proper tasks from other teammates. Therefore, in our work, the actor critic comes from a centralized system to give rewards and punishment but the implementation is decentralized where every robot continuously execute a valid action, allowing the whole team to have efficiency as well as flexibility. In [14] , they have used a real-time decentralized task allocation system to divide the whole heterogeneous team into sub-networks to face communication-broken problem in application. In our work, with proficiency awareness, it is not only possible for us to handle the communication-broken issue, but also possible to handle hardware problems such as low battery or damaged robots, showing a great potential in fault tolerance.
Some research also use UAV and UGV team to track a moving target. In [15] , a collaborative system of UGVs and UAVs is presented to provide heightened situational awareness of target tracking. In [16] , a framework for tracking a target in urban environments using UAVs in cooperation with UGVs is presented, modelling the target state using a dynamic occupancy grid to fit the dynamic environment. However, there is no competition in their simulation that limits their application if the target moves smartly. In our work, there is a competition between two team. The target is also learning from every episode to gain bigger rewards by avoiding the predators and getting the targets. Therefore, the training result of our model is strong and battle-seasoned because it has undergone so many different escaping strategy of opposite team, which enables it to handle the tasks in real world better than other algorithm.
III. ROBOT PROFICIENCY AWARE MIXED COOPERATION AND COMPETITION
In this section we propose a system for self-adjust deployment of heterogeneous multi-robot team in a mixed cooperative and competitive environment. First, control law of UAV and UGV is formulated respectively. We fixed the problem of stiff and rigid motion by deriving a differential relationship between force and robot displacement. To deal with robot navigation safty, we also build a collision-free mechanism. Second, we present the proficiency-aware method within the framework of multi-robot actor-critic algorithm.
A. Mixed Robot Cooperation Setting
We implement our UAV simulation using CRAImultirobots simulation platform [18] . At each step of the simulation, CRAImultirobots sends positions and velocities for each UAV to reinforcement learning program, and reinforcement learning program will generate a target in the reach of UAV based on known position and velocities equation (1) and (2)
where X n means position value of UAV in X direction at nth step, V x,n means V value of UAV in X direction at nth step, a x,n means the acceleration in X direction at step n which is generated by reinforcement learning. The target positions and rewards are collected each step for next episode training. One thing need to be mention is because the reinforcement algorithm we use is a two dimension Multi-agents algorithm instead of three dimension, so the target points for UAV are always at the same attitude.
For UGV control, we give two velocities. Linear velocity commands UGV's straight moving velocity (positive for forward and negative for backward). Angular velocity commands UGV's turning velocity, which allows UGV to turn around. At each step of the simulation, DRL program will send a linear velocity value and a angular velocity value to UGV and two values are randomly generated in the range of
which enables the UGV to move smoothly. Collision Avoidance. To avoid collision between members in the same group, a safe distance is set to r. Any pair of vehicles i and j in the same group at the moment t, the positions are x i and x j . During the whole training period [0, T ], the vehicles safety is maintained by safety distance h saf e i,j for vehicles in the same team.
is the set of all safe distances.
B. Proficiency Aware Multi-Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning
For multiple robots that cooperate to reach a shared goal in a dynamic environment, we propose a proficiency-aware multi-robot actor-critic algorithm derived from [20] so that higher efficiency can be achieved by deploying selected heterogeneous robots based on their varied capabilities. The algorithm utilizes a framework of centralized training with decentralized execution, which eases the training process in a non-stationary environment, together with a proficiencyaware mechanism, which exploits the advantage of the available robot capabilities to facilitate robot teaming in different environments.
Preliminaries. We consider a multi-robot cooperation and competition problem, which means that the robots are of shared and conflict goals. The problem with N robots typically consists of a sequential set of states S modelling the positions and the conditions of all robots in the world, a set of robot actions A 1 , A 2 , ..., A N constricting all the safe movements allowed given the specific physical features of robots, and a set of observations O 1 , O 2 , ..., O N for each robot. For the next time step, each robot decides how to move according to a policy π θi (a i |o i ), where policy parameters are denoted by θ = {θ 1 , ..., θ N }. By adopting the policy, robots reach new states described by the state transition function 
where discounted reward R i = T t=0 γ t r i,t and discounted factor γ ∈ [0, 1].
Proficiency-Aware Mechanism Setting. Naturally, a multi-robot system is consisted of robots with varied proficiency, which is demonstrated by advantages in speed, mobility and observation. To illustrate the capabilities, we consider a valid speed v i ∈ [0, v i,max ], perceivable range P i , hidden region F. The observation is denoted by
where the distance from any other robots d i,j = s i − s j if d i,j ≤ P i and s j ∈ F, and the distance from target positions d t = s i − s t if applicable. N t targeted positions t are designed as private intentions, which is only known within a team of cooperative robots. This will result in several desired trajectories for the team through training.
Let's define the concept of the Spot of Interest (SoI) and Potential Target (PT). The SoI is referred to as some specific spots which are the desired destinations of one team of robots that we call the criminal team. The robots on the criminal team are initialized at randomized valid ground spots G (G ∩ F = ∅) within the experiment environment. They will be rewarded on approaching and arriving at the SoIs, while also trying to avoid another team of robots, which we call the police team. We refer to the target of the police team as PT, which can be a moving robot that the police team is constantly looking for and rewarded by keeping close enough.
In a mixed cooperative and competitive environment, once a team member observes a PT, it tries to stay close with the PT until a teammate also manage to run close enough to it. We define such situation for one step as one successful cooperation for capture, and the distance required for such a capture as a maximum capture distance. If the capture condition continues to be satisfied in the subsequent steps, the number of success will be added up repeatedly. In this case, the police robots will ideally force the PT out of its desired trajectory so that it will end up failing to achieve a maximum arriving distance to SoIs. The two kinds of maximum distance are both defined as D to judge the success or failure of proximity in space. However, the information of SoIs of the criminal team is not initially known to its enemy team. Therefore, there are conflict interests between the teams. While one team is pursuing its goal, it is also with the goal of avoiding another team of robots.
The proficiency of each robot is modelled by robot motion constraints and observations. In the training process, robots awareness of proficiency is cultivated by a proficiency reward function Reward i = R i,objective + R i,position . R i,position indicates robot's capability in different regions of the environment. A robot will be impeded by receiving a negative R i,position return value when being in a incapable condition. On the other hand, R i,objective measures how well robot approach its objective. On contrary to sparse rewards that will only be obtained at capture state, we use shaping R i,objective to ease learning, which can be written as:
where λ is shaping impact factor that influence the importance of the capability.
Multi-Robot Actor-Critic Learning. We assume that the physical world is fully known to all the robots, which means that the positions of physical obstacles and areas are available to all. We consider a case of two multi-robot teams with different objectives and receiving varied even conflicting rewards.
Robots who learn based on local non-stationary information from their own observations can only update policies individually, resulting in a non-Markovian problem. Thus, robots are given extra information about other robots policies when perceiving the world. This information generally includes the actions a = (a 1 , ..., a N ) and the observations s = (O 1 , O 2 , ..., O N ) of all the robots constrained by individual proficiency. Once the robots are equipped with the extra information, the world can be seen as fully known and be treated as stationary despite the changing of policies. This is expressed as P (s|s, r 1 , ..., r N , π 1 , ..., π N ) = P (s|s, r 1 , ..., r N ) = P (s|s, r 1 , ..., r N , π 1 , ..., π N ) for any π i = π i , for all robots r 1 , ..., r N . Then the gradient of (7) with deterministic policies can be written as:
where Q π i (s, r 1 , ..., r N ) is what robots take as the extra information at training time, which includes the observations of all the robots and selected state information s = (o 1 , ..., o N , s 1 , ..., s N ). A robot's awareness to exploit the most capable robots in cooperation can be cultivated through updating the policy along 9 to minimize the regression loss:
IV. EVALUATION
The effectiveness of mixed cooperation and competition for robot teaming could be reflected through effective behaviors of UAV/UGVs in a task under dynamic environment conditions. In this section we evaluate mixed UAV/UGV behaviors undertaking a surveillance task in a modelled Kent State University Student Center, University Library and Risman Plaza environment. The world model and UAV/UGVs are simulated using CRAImultirobots simulation platform.
The experiment includes two scenarios. In each scenario, our goal is to design different deployments of UAV/UGV team to cover any possible real situations for proficiencyaware evaluation. We design situations in which with only limited capability of individual robot, it is hard to finish a task with just a single robot. Therefore, it is required naturally to include cooperation of a heterogeneous robot team to complete the tasks. Each robot in the team have its own advantaged capacity. The proficiency-aware heterogeneous UAV/UGV team is expected to produce tailored effective cooperative strategies for each situation. The effective strategies are evaluated by whether robots with higher proficiency, including speed, reachable area, observation range and current position, are actively performing the surveillance duty, rather than other robots with less preferable capabilities in the specific scenario. The performance of our method under every setting is compared with original multi-agent actor-critic algorithm to show the improvement in the task reward, success rate with regards to varied involvement among robots.
A. Experiment Environment Settings
We used three different kinds of vehicles in our simulation. Firefly Fig. 2(c) has redundant 6-rotor propulsion system which is very robust and guarantees a stable flight. Due to its stability, it often carries a 3D camera to do 3D Indoor Mapping and Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). Its flight time is 12-14 min [3] . In our simulation, Firefly has a wide range of perception but moves slower than Iris. Iris Fig. 2(d) is a quad-copter. It is not as stable as Firefly but it can fly faster and has longer flight time (16-22 min) . It was often used to track moving targets [4] . In our simulation, Iris moves fast but has a relative small range of perception. Husky Fig. 2(a,b) is a medium size robotic development platform. Its max speed is 1.0 m/s and run time is 3 hours. The vehicles are divided into two teams: the police and criminal. The ultimate target for our simulation is to maintain safety in one area which means nothing should be stolen from this area. The police team includes three different types of robots, Firefly, Iris and Husky. The police team is trying to capture the member of the criminal team and when two of them surround the criminal, the capture is successful. The criminal team includes only UGV. Its goal is to steal the packages located at SoIs and avoid getting caught.
We first model a 2D map and then build a 3D world Based on the real situation, UAV/UGV models have limitations in the simulation environment. UAV model has some observation limitations and trajectory boundaries which restrict its behavior. The robot visions are modelled from cameras with different observable ranges, which will be further explored in robot adaptive cooperation. As shown in Figure 3 , UAVs cannot observe the simulation environment when the UAVs hover above the green region. And the UAVs cannot flyover the shadow region but fly around it. On the other hand, UGV has some limitation of speed based on road situation and bound of trajectory. UGVs cannot reach the building region and will be punished by a much slower speed in the lawn than other reachable region.
B. Scenario 1: Robot-Adaptive Mixed Cooperation
In our simulation, the max speed, max acceleration, perceiving radius and max running time are shown in Table  I . The settings of UAV and UGV are corresponding to the features of original vehicles as we have mentioned in IV-A. Robots vision is implemented with camera. The quality of camera directly influences the observation ability of the robot [17] . In our experiment, We only consider observation range as one representative for overall observation ability.
With UAVs flying at a fixed height, they have the same larger observation range compared to that of UGVs. Since in our setting, part of the robot team are already sufficient to complete the surveillance task, only the most capable robots are highly involved is considered to be a preferred teaming strategy. The variance of capture engagement rates under different robot capability settings is shown in Table II . It demonstrates that police team is able to leverage the two most advanced robots to effectively perform the task in each case.
C. Scenario 2: Task-Adaptive Mixed Cooperation
We focus on two settings of ground task, a single-criminal setting and a multi-criminal one. In the first setting, we adopt three police robots, including two UAVs and one UGV, and one criminal UGV, while in the second one, we adopt five police robots, including two UAVs and three UGVs, and two criminal UGVs. In both settings, criminal robots are randomly initialized to any possible ground positions other than the buildings and trees, while police robots are distributed in three police stations, scattering throughout the world, far from one another. Note that in the second setting, police are assigned to different stations for each episode, constructing different police stations.
The performance of our method in the both settings with multiple tasks are shown in Table III . In order to fully evaluate the performance of our method in terms of robot mobility proficiency, every task has a distinct position initialization for the criminal team, either in an open or obscured space context.
D. Multi-robot Cooperation Analysis
To evaluate the quality of multi-robot cooperation facilitated by the distinct ability of proficiency-aware, we experiment with different tasks in a cooperative ground target tracking scenario, and perform the same tasks for robots without the proficiency aware setting. Our robot police team consists of different capabilities and targets at criminal robots. In the experiment, task success is defined as a successful capture of a criminal before it reaches any SoI. We set the minimum number of police as 2 and the maximum distance required for a capture as 1.0 meter.
Cooperation Effectiveness. First, the cooperation bottomline is the reliability for a goal completion. Here we adopt task success rate to measure the effectiveness and the reliability of multi-robot cooperation.
Robot teaming shows different cooperation pattern when the number of criminal target varies. When there is only one target, we can observe in most episodes that police UAVs chase behind the criminal. This is because police UGV is inferior in speed compared to that of the criminal and the number of UAV is enough for a successful capture and completion of the task. In contrast, we observe more involvement of police UGV in multi-criminal task. In this case, with only two UAVs that can move at a higher speed, police UGVs show more inclination to track criminals. Proficiency Awareness. The proficiency of robots in the police team is demonstrated by how good the robot team derives a deployment of robots to complete the tracking task efficiently and to adapt to the changing conditions dynamically considering the individual differences in robot's type, observation range, perceivable area, and reachable area. We access robot behaviors using models that have been trained until convergence Fig. 4 . When trained with the proficiencyaware setting, we obtain an episode mean reward of 71.29 at convergence compared to −16.33 without proficiency-aware. We prove the effectiveness of our method by achieving a task success rate of 79.00% with proficiency setting compared to that of 64.80% without. In most cases, UAV, which can move at a higher speed, is usually sent to track the target. Whereas in cases that a criminal is spotted closer to an UGV than to an UAV, the UGV is involved in the capture instead of an UAV who must fly across a great distance to perform the task, which is both very time and energy consuming. When searching for a target in an obscured area, such as a forest, UGV is served as a vanguard because it is hard for UAV to locate such a target above in the sky. This adaptive teaming of catcher for each type of task is shown in Table III -Catcher.
Discussion on unsatisfied cooperation. Unsuccessful cooperation are occasions that there are not enough police robots manage to keep within a capture distance before the end of episode or criminal approaching any SoI. Therefore, not being able to catch up with the tracking criminal or not having enough police to track the criminal are two typical unsuccessful cooperation. Failing to assign the capable police to deal with the real situation is a direct reason. There are occasions when a police UGV tries to approach a nearby criminal UGV at its highest speed. However, as the criminal UGV has a higher possible speed, it can easily run away from the police UGV and this will lead to one task failure. Even though in certain cases, a proficient police UAV is tracking down a criminal UGV, it may still end up with a failure because the police has not timely sent out the tracking information to another similarly proficient police for help.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a proficiency aware actor-critic method to facilitate the mixed cooperation and competition for UAV-UGV robot teaming. We deploy a heterogeneous UAV-UGV team to perform tasks in social security ground tracking scenarios. In the robot-adaptive scenario, with proficiency aware setting, the robot team is able to generate dynamic teaming behaviors leveraging the individual capability advantages. We train for 20,000 episodes in the 3 vs 1 robot setting with the two methods. The curves show the mean episode rewards during the process. All the plots report mean rewards and the error bars are calculated with 95% confidence interval over 5 runs.
In task-adaptive scenario, the scalability of our proficiency aware method is been demonstrated. We simulate the result in CRAImultirobots and our method's effectiveness has been proved with a cooperation improvement of 14.20%. Even though the results are promising, further attention should be drawn to the mixed cooperation reliability and flexibility in highly dynamic real-world scenarios.
